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If you're looking for a relaxing game, you've come to the wrong place. BFG�s combat system is a serious and tense affair, especially when facing greater numbers of opponents. There's a cover system in place for use when threatened, and it's surprisingly effective, yet it's limited to small areas and doesn't adapt to the changing landscape of the level. The on-screen tutorial is an
old-fashioned affair, but luckily I play this game through instinct more than anything else (with the occasional help of the character list for the A.I). For the most part, you can look forward to a satisfying pace of adventure, although the novel implementation of save-and-load has added a little depth to the combat. As this is a Kong game, the squishable human is Driscoll who, as

well as wielding the gun, can use jumping kicks and the ability to scale walls using a grapple. He can sneak up on heavily-armed soldiers, toss aside boulders and even boost across walls. These are, to be frank, a bit shallow - it's the same old light gun/free-running game you've seen a million times, only this time it's Kong's. But the view's ace. From my time with Kong, I can
report that one of the most stunning features of the game is Kong's movement. Excellently animated from both a side-on top-down perspective, and from very tight, close-up, studio-shot, first-person view. The amount of detail on display is truly impressive, whether it's Kong's knuckles tearing through concrete, his claws slicing through leather, or the way he can glide across

trees. That I've not been sent a review copy means that Ancel is still nailing down bugs and such, but what we've seen is an early build. Kong's model is very well done and moves around with the zippy agility you would hope to see in any videogame giant. His animations are truly impressive, particularly his climbing. King Kong isn't alone in the climbing stage, though; when he's
not grappling up buildings, you can see him traversing the jungle floor like Spider-Man or Chunk from Tiny Toon Adventures. Just after the poor score on the PS3, I noted that the Kong levels were the equivalent of the Sonic Generations levels, but while the level I played was there-and-then, there's no telling how much more is there. Despite already being very good, Kong might

just be good enough to make Kong: Skull Island the fun one to play on the big screen.
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Zack Snyder sure hoped to be the man to bring the beast and the world back from the grave. But does Kong, the supposedly dead, go on to emerge from the primordial ooze as the goliath in the short film created by Hollywood's newest hotshot? In the original King Kong it was, but Jackson's reimagining refashions the classic beast. Moth-like a dragon, Kong runs
and jumps like a dinosaur, snorts like a rhino, and lays waste like a lion. His features are not as large as those seen in the 1933 movie, but he is much more deadly. Jackson promises that Kong will have "his own identifiable set of character traits," and that the creature will never be like Jaws or Godzilla. The director clarified, "It's not a lovable little chimp." He will

terrify us, Jackson and co. promise. And the big draw is James "King" Kong himself - his final, unretouched appearance before the movie. Never before have gamers had the chance to shoot the real thing - a giant, hairy, 70-ft beast with a 50,000-lb body. And now, all they need is a game engine that can handle the monster. Jackson and WETA have created one, and
it's looking better than anything you've ever seen. Just take a look at the trailer. Monsters like the Daedalus, an 11,000-ton steel-and-cement behemoth made popular by the 1960 movie Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea. Ancel and his team have transformed this into the digital realm, and the results are utterly breath-taking. Kong towers over the island, and the

environment, which is a beautiful array of color and detail, is instantly recognizable as a real place. If Kong was a tall, heavily muscled brute at that time, you can imagine what it will look like by CGI. On-screen he's a massive creature, but it's just a companion of the game's player. You control his movements and decide how big he is. 5ec8ef588b
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